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Event synchronization is a ubiquitous task, with applications ranging from 5G technology to indus-
trial automation and smart power grids. The emergence of quantum communication networks will further
increase the demand for precise synchronization in the optical and electronic domains, which implies sig-
nificant resource overhead, such as the requirement for ultrastable clocks or additional synchronization
lasers. Here, we show how temporal correlations of photons may be harnessed for synchronization in
quantum networks. We achieve stable synchronization jitter <68 ps with as few as 44 correlated detection
events per 100-ms data package and demonstrate feasibility in realistic emulated high-loss link scenarios,
including atmospheric turbulence. In contrast to previous work, this is accomplished without any exter-
nal timing reference and only simple crystal oscillators. Our approach replaces the optical and electronic
transmission of timing signals with classical communication and computer-aided postprocessing. It can be
easily integrated into a wide range of quantum communication networks and could pave the way to future
applications in entanglement-based secure time transmission.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Secure transmission of information and reliable event
synchronization are key requirements in critical infras-
tructures [1,2], especially in power grids [3], financial
networks [4], and cloud database services [5]. Regard-
ing information security, quantum key distribution (QKD)
offers the unique proposition of encryption keys the con-
fidentiality of which can be lower bounded by the laws
of physics [6–9]. Quantum communication is thus poised
to become the backbone of a secure information infras-
tructure, with networks of many hundreds of fiber links
established, and integration of ground-to-space relays over
more than 1000 km already under way [10].

Quantum communication networks, which involve tight
timing budgets in the optical and electronic domains, are
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also a prime example of the need for accurate synchro-
nization of remote parties. In classical communication
networks, the network time protocol (NTP) ensures syn-
chronization with accuracy down to milliseconds [11]
and the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)
[12] can reduce this to nanoseconds. Modern high-bit-
rate QKD systems, however, operate at picosecond time
scales and inevitably call for even better synchroniza-
tion [13]. In state-of-the-art QKD experiments, this is
typically achieved by auxiliary pulsed lasers [10,14,15]
or stable references [16], such as rubidium clocks [17,
18] or GNSS [19–21]. Specialized classical infrastruc-
ture together with the White Rabbit protocol [22] may
reach sufficient performance as well [23]. All together, the
requirement for auxiliary components creates a resource
overhead that reduces the scalability [24] of networks in
fiber and even applicability in space, due to the tight con-
straints on power consumption and weight [25,26]. More-
over, much like the case of classical telecommunication
networks, these requirements are likely to increase fur-
ther when considering advanced network protocols, e.g.,
quantum teleportation [27,28] and entanglement swapping
[29,30].
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Quantum clock synchronization protocols have been
proposed to tackle the synchronization of distant clocks
[31–33] in multipartite network settings [34,35] and with
quantum enhancement beyond the possibilities of classical
physics [36]. To this end, investigations over recent
years have focused on the exploitation of the temporal
correlations of photons [37–40], with ongoing research on
the precision enhancement with nonclassical phenomena
(such as the Hong-Ou-Mandel effect) or possibly entan-
glement. When photon pairs originate from a common
creation event, this gives rise to a narrow correlation peak
in their arrival time at remote receivers. In other words, the
location of this correlation peak indicates the average time
delay between the receivers and can thus be used to extract
the time and frequency differences between remote clocks
[41,42]. The recent past has seen further advancement,
with experiments achieving exceptionally high precision
with respect to a common frequency reference [43]: 600
fs with correlated photons [37] or down to 60 fs using
Hong-Ou-Mandel interference [38–40]. In deployed long-
distance links, synchronization jitters as low as a few tens
of picoseconds have been demonstrated using ultrapre-
cise rubidium clocks or Global-Positioning-System- (GPS)
disciplined clocks [19,21,44]. Without atomic frequency
references, the timing jitter is orders of magnitude higher
(e.g., the frequency offset for standard crystal oscillators
may be up to 8 orders of magnitude higher [45,46]).
This frequency difference results in a temporal drift of
the correlation peak and makes it impossible to find the
initial timing offset for synchronization. This has lim-
ited the applicability of synchronization based purely on
quantum correlations [42]. Additional rubidium clocks,
GPS-disciplined clocks, or other common time references
have long been a necessary requirement for deploying
long-distance and high-bit-rate quantum communication
systems [16,18,19,21].

In this paper, we build on the groundbreaking work
of Ho et al. [42] and Valencia et al. [41] and establish
the feasibility of picosecond-level synchronization using
the correlations of photon pairs in realistic link scenarios.
Unlike state-of-the-art field experiments, which employ
active electro-optic modulation to actively encode syn-
chronization sequences [47–49], we accomplish this purely
in postprocessing, without any requirement for auxiliary
hardware. Our protocol (Sec. II A) estimates the clock-
frequency difference and compensates for the resulting
broadening of correlation peaks (Sec. II B 1). This allows
us to find the correlation peak, even in low signal-to-noise
scenarios. Tracking the position of the correlation peak
during the communication session allows us to correct
for residual clock instabilities and achieve synchronization
with root-mean-square (rms) jitters <68 ps (Sec. II B 2).
What is remarkable is that the approach also works when
the correlated detection events are as low as 440 ± 200
counts/s, as is expected in real lossy-link scenarios. Even

more remarkably, these values are completely comparable
to the (30–50)-ps jitters reported for systems that employ
high-performance GPS-disciplined rubidium clocks [19,
21]. Finally, we establish the feasibility of the protocol
for communication links through a turbulent atmosphere,
where channel fades have a major impact on the detected
photons statistics (Sec. II C) [50].

The results of our proof-of-concept experiment show
that time-correlated photon pairs can be a valuable
resource for synchronization with minimal hardware over-
head. The methods work not only for laboratory exper-
iments but also for deployed QKD systems [51,52] in
high-loss link scenarios. In this approach, synchronization
is a by-product of the key exchange without compro-
mising the secure key rate. It provides a simple way of
enhancing the timing resolution in distributed quantum
information processing tasks. The core of the algorithm
is not limited to correlated photon pairs and applies uni-
versally to any correlation features. In particular, it is
readily extended to prepare-and-measure approaches [6]
that show correlations between computer-generated pulses
and their time of arrival at the receiver. Our method for
software-based synchronization in postprocessing can thus
be implemented straightforwardly in state-of-the-art QKD
systems and may pave the way toward quantum networks
[53] with improved synchronization performance, as well
as entirely new applications such as secure time transfer
[54,55].

II. RESULTS

The following sections start with a short introduction
to clocks and their impact on quantum communication
scenarios. Subsequently, we describe the protocol to syn-
chronize even poorly performing clocks by means of
correlated photons and discuss its corresponding imple-
mentation. Toward the end, we summarize the findings
and test the performance in an emulated free-space link
experiment that includes turbulence and introduces signal
fading.

A. Synchronization protocol

The performance of remote clocks used in communica-
tion networks has a great impact on the most appropriate
method for their synchronization. High-performance oscil-
lators (e.g., rubidium clocks) provide a precise frequency
but also exhibit small but constant difference frequen-
cies (or clock-frequency skew). In analogy to archery, the
archer hits a spot on average, but off center (see Fig. 1).
These oscillators provide high accuracy, i.e., small clock
drift, as well—the frequency variation over time is small
(the archer hits a targeted spot with small scatter). Both
a small clock drift and clock-frequency skew are nec-
essary to maintain low synchronization-timing jitter (the
archer always hits the same spot, which corresponds to
the mark). Such precise and stable references relax the
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FIG. 1. The impacts of clock performance. The frequency of
real imperfect clocks differs from a nominal value and varies
over time. The effect is much stronger for general oscillators
(e.g., quartz oscillators) than precise and stable references (e.g.,
rubidium clocks). The compensation of frequency skew (i.e., the
frequency difference of clocks) increases the accuracy and further
enhancements to the precision are made through live tracking of
the clock drift (i.e., time-varying clock frequencies). The corre-
lation peak in the time domain shows significant timing jitter and
may even be asymmetric, because of strong frequency variation
over time in general oscillators. Clock-frequency skew compen-
sation and live tracking can reduce the additional timing jitter
from poorly performing clocks to a minimum.

requirements on synchronization protocols and are still
commonly employed in experiments [19,21,44]. The focus
of the proposed work is on general oscillators, which are
widely used but exhibit a frequency skew that is orders
of magnitude higher. Hence, any synchronization protocol
for such oscillators will rely crucially on an initial compen-
sation of frequency skew—especially in real link scenarios
with a low signal-to-noise ratio. Their strong and nonlinear
drifts also make live tracking of the correlation with short
feedback-loop times necessary. Furthermore, the optical-
link characteristics play a crucial role, since it is the only
mediator for timing information.

In our experimental implementation, we use entan-
gled photon pairs from an untrusted source as a media-
tor of timing signals between distant parties [Fig. 2(a)].
Note that the feature of entanglement is neither neces-
sary for the synchronization protocol nor does it improve
the timing precision in our implementation. The photons
are produced at 810 nm via type-II spontaneous para-
metric down-conversion with a 405-nm continuous-wave
pump laser (brightness 229 × 103 counts/s/mW/nm coin-
cidences). We select the 800 nm channel for the highest
performance in free-space link experiments [14,17,19,54].
The wide spectral bandwidth of 0.4 ± 0.17 nm corresponds
to a coherence length of <2.5 ps (the time-bandwidth
product of Gaussian pulses) that represents small intrin-
sic timing jitter of single photons. The source operates
in a regime of single-photon generation. Although there
is a low probability of multiphoton events, it will not
affect the synchronization performance, as the timing is
identical.

To this end, we establish a synchronization proto-
col, which consists of four main steps, where each step
reduces the timing uncertainty further—from coarse mil-
lisecond timing down to the picosecond level or smaller
[Fig. 2(b)]. The first part of the correlation-based syn-
chronization protocol is to align the data packages at the
two receivers. The electronic time taggers generate time
tags for single-photon detection events relative to their
respective internal clocks. These time tags are stored on
a personal computer in the form of data packages, each
with an acquisition time of approximately 100 ms. To
detect the photons, we employ Si single-photon avalanche-
diode (SPAD) detectors with a photon-detection efficiency
of approximately 60%, dark-count rates of 300 counts/s,
and a rms timing jitter of approximately 140–180 ps
root-mean squared. As a very first step in the initializa-
tion, we use classical network pinging through the NTP
[11]. This establishes coarse millisecond synchronization
and ensures that the data packages to be compared carry
correlated detection events—this procedure is not part
of this paper. The next step is to identify the correla-
tion peak in these data packages. However, due to the
clock-frequency skew, the position of the correlation peak
is itself a function of time, which results in significant
spreading of the correlation peak over the 100-ms integra-
tion time. The clock-frequency skew could be computed
by observing a moving correlation peak, which is a typ-
ical chicken-and-egg problem, as it implies that the peak
has already been identified [42]. This becomes especially
critical in low-signal scenarios, where it is impossible
to recover correlation features (for the impact of sig-
nal and clock-frequency skew on correlation peaks, see
Appendix A 1). To address this issue, we introduce a
coarse clock-frequency skew compensation before identi-
fying the correlation peak with high visibility in the second
step. This reduces the frequency skew of typical quartz
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oscillators from approximately 20 µs/s to ≤1 µs/s and
thereby reduces the spreading of the correlation peak to
≤100 ns over the typical acquisition time of 100 ms. By
squeezing the correlation peak, it also enhances the signal-
to-noise ratio, which makes synchronization in high-loss
communication scenarios possible. In the third step, we
cross-correlate the time tags of matched data packages
using fast-Fourier-transform (FFT) convolution and derive
the precise time difference between the master and slave,
i.e., the timing offset. Optionally, we fine tune the clock-
frequency skew through calculating the correlation peak
over the start-stop method [56–58]: a photon arriving at
Alice (Bob) starts the counter and the second photon at
Bob (Alice) stops it. The collection of time differences
in a histogram represents the cross-correlation. This is
computationally substantially more efficient than FFTs
because it considers only two subsequent and neighbor-
ing time tags [as opposed to all, in the case of FFTs; see
Fig. 2(c)]. The downside of this cross-correlation method
is that it requires a good initial estimate of the timing

offset. Specifically, the precision of the timing offset must
be smaller than the inverse single-photon count rate (for
more information, see Appendix A 4). In summary, after
data-package synchronization (step 1), we match the clock
frequencies in step 2 and estimate the timing offset in step
3. These are the requirements for starting the quantum
communication session. During a long communication
session, the frequency of unstable clocks will change
unpredictably. It follows a frequency mismatch between
the two clocks that enormously increases the total sys-
tem jitter. Live tracking of the correlation peak during
the communication session and the fast feedback loops
in step 4 mitigate against rapid variations of the clock
frequencies.

B. Implementation of the synchronization protocol

With the basic work flow established, we now consider
the major challenges associated with its implementation
in real link scenarios. A low signal-to-noise ratio and

2. Frequency matching
3. Timing-offset derivation

4. Frequency tracking
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FIG. 2. A schematic of the synchronization work flow and the derivation of timing information with correlated photons. (a) The steps
for synchronization include data-package synchronization, clock-frequency skew estimation, timing-offset calculation and correlation-
peak tracking over fast Fourier transform (FFT) or start-stop-method-based cross-correlations. (b) Time-correlated photons induce
electrical pulses on single-photon detectors (SPDs) that are time tagged when the voltage exceeds a threshold value. These correlated
detection events act as mediator to synchronize the master and slave clocks of two communicating parties Alice and Bob. The clocks
may be the internal quartz-crystal oscillators of the time taggers, external rubidium clocks, or GPS-disciplined clocks. The synchro-
nization performance is compared with a local reference from Bob for varying quantum channel attenuation and emulated turbulence
with Fried parameter r0 = 1 mm and a beam waist of 3.4 mm (1/e2) on the channel to Bob. (c) The cross-correlations are calculated
through either FFTs or using a computationally efficient start-stop method. The former is crucial during initialization, when the exact
timing offset between Alice and Bob is unknown, i.e., there is a given timing-offset uncertainty that is larger than the inverse single-
photon rate (for more information, see Appendix A 4). Here, time differences (dt) between all time tags are included. In the start-stop
method, only two subsequent time tags are considered.
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FIG. 3. Clock-frequency skew compensation and live tracking. (a) The ratio of peak height to background standard deviation (the
significance) increases and the correlation-peak spread reduces for correctly compensated clock-frequency skew. Rubidium clocks do
not require any compensation of the clock-frequency skew and result in strong correlation peaks. The significance can be increased
by adapting the bin width to the current clock-frequency skew (see Appendix A 1). The analytical trend lines [timing jitter given in
Eq. (A16) and significance given in Eq. (A17)] are derived from the experimental maximum significance of 141. This provides the
smallest residual clock-frequency skew of 48 ns/s and the smallest timing jitter of 2.4 ns over the acquisition time of 0.1 s. (b) Live
tracking of the correlation peak reduces the drift of the clock-frequency skew over time. The clock-frequency skew is adjusted every
600 ms in a feedback loop and this results in much smaller total timing jitter, which is almost identical to the reference with the same
clocks. The synchronization-jitter contribution is as small as 35 ± 8 ps, with an acquisition time of 100 ms. The other experimental
parameters are given in Appendix A 6. (c) The timing offset from the cross-correlation peak location is stored for every incoming data
package up to the feedback-loop time. The instantaneous clock-frequency difference is equal to dividing the average timing offset by the
elapsed time. Whereas the feedback-loop time does not affect the performance of stable rubidium oscillators much, it heavily affects
the synchronization jitters achieved with quartz oscillators. Here, we characterize the performance by accumulating the occurrence
probability for all jitter values during a 5-min session. The 1σ (2σ , 3σ ) timing jitter represents the maximum jitter in 68.3% (95.5%,
99.7%) of the time during the session. The synchronization jitter increases linearly with the feedback-loop time [Eq. (3)]. The gray
data points correspond to measurements that are not displayed in the cumulative-probability plot.

large clock-frequency skews have a severe impact during
synchronization initialization (Sec. II B 1). In worst-case
scenarios, it is not possible to synchronize the system,
as the correlation features stay hidden beneath the noise.
Initial sweeps of the clock-frequency counteract this and
enable successful initialization. Having passed this first
hurdle, it is easy to keep the slave-clock frequency locked
to the master during the communication session. Here, we
take advantage of filtering the data in time by narrowing
down the observation window of correlation features. In
contrast to time windows as large as the acquisition time
of 100 ms during the initialization, it is narrowed down
to a few tens of nanoseconds, which reduces the noise
drastically. However, clock drifts create a frequency mis-
match between the master and the slave clock after the
initialization of synchronization procedure. This increases
the timing jitter during the communication session, which
in turn increases the quantum bit error rate. All of this
is circumvented by tracking of the clock frequency and
immediate compensation, as described in Sec. II B 2.

1. Initialization

The accumulation of simultaneous photon-detection
events from matched data packages results in a correlation
peak that is located at the timing offset between two com-
municating parties. It is a major challenge to distinguishing
the correlation peak that corresponds to this offset from
the noisy background. For that purpose, we introduce the
statistical significance as the peak height normalized to the
noisy-background standard deviation [42]. A strong spread
of the correlation peak in time reduces the significance.
This spread is equivalent to and characterized by the total
system timing jitter, including detection, time tagging, and
synchronization jitter. Typical rms timing jitters of single-
photon detection systems are smaller than 500 ps and,
also, time-tagging units achieve jitters smaller than a few
tens of picoseconds with ease. Poor synchronization on the
other hand, with its corresponding synchronization jitter,
has the most severe impact on the total system jitter. It may
amount to 1 µs, with an uncorrected clock-frequency skew
of 20 µs/s and an acquisition time of 100 ms.
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The synchronization jitter is time dependent and
increases with the acquisition time Ta and the uncorrected
clock-frequency skew �u. When the clock-frequency
skew or the acquisition time is sufficiently large, the
distribution of the arrival time of photons is no longer
Gaussian and describes a higher-order Gaussian function
[see Fig. 10(b)] with a full width at half maximum equal
to �uTa. At lower clock-frequency skews or acquisition
times, the increase in the width is smaller by a factor of

√
2,

i.e., when transitioning from a Gaussian to a higher-order
Gaussian distribution. As the distribution is not necessarily
normally distributed (it may even be asymmetric), we take
the half width at half maximum (HWHM) instead of the
rms width for a more intuitive and universal measure. In
conclusion, the synchronization jitter σsync (HWHM) can
be upper bounded as

σsync ≤ 1
2
�uTa. (1)

Frequency skew reduces the height of the correlation
peak and thereby decreases the probability of correctly
identifying it. Systems with stable oscillators, such as
rubidium clocks, do not suffer from a reduction of sig-
nificance [Fig. 3(a)] without correction. General crystal
oscillators, on the other hand, lower the signal close to the
noise level and thus make it impossible to find the correla-
tion peak. To counteract this, we introduce compensation
of the skew, so that the ith time tag on Bob’s side ti is
corrected to tci :

tci = ti − �uc (ti − t0) . (2)

For different values of corrections �uc, we calculate the
cross-correlation under the constraint of computational
effort, which limits us to the computation of approxi-
mately 280 cross-correlation functions (for the algorithm
and computational requirements, see Appendix A 2). This
is sufficient to search in a clock-frequency skew range
from −20 to +20 µs/s (determined according to our
quartz-crystal clock). The step size of 0.14 µs/s provides
clock-frequency skews with an uncertainty <0.14 µs/s.
The optimum clock-frequency skew is indicated by the
maximum significance of the correlation peak in the search
window [Fig. 3(a)]. The maximum significance of 142
allows us to create helpful trend lines with a coincidence
rate of 7 × 103 counts/s, a single rate on Alice’s side of
244 × 103 counts/s, a single rate on Bob’s side 232 × 103

counts/s, and an acquisition time of 0.1 s (see Appendix
A 3 a). The experimental timing jitter is derived by fitting
the correlation peak with a higher-order (flat-top) Gaus-
sian function. Note that the significance is enhanced by
adapting the bin size to the correlation-peak spread (see
Appendix A 1) and reaches values of up to 6.8 [see Eq.
(A1)] without clock-frequency skew compensation. How-
ever, the correlation-peak spread is unknown at this point

in time, as the true clock frequency is uncertain. Such a
random selection of the bin size reduces the significance
again. In contrast to previous work [42], we could increase
the significance by a factor of

√
�u/δu ≈ 20, due to our

method of clock-frequency skew compensation. Further
reduction of the residual clock-frequency skew is made by
a more computationally efficient fine tuning (see Appendix
A 4) or by observing moving correlation features [42].
Whereas we cannot avoid noise, clock-frequency skew
compensation sharpens the correlation features and makes
them more visible (more information on the signal-to-noise
ratio dependence is presented in Fig. 6). This provides
noise resistance and makes it feasible to initialize low
signal-to-noise ratio links.

2. Live tracking

At this point in the protocol, the sender and receiver
have matched clock frequencies and the corresponding
timing offset. The next challenge is to maintain this com-
mon time basis over extended periods via live tracking of
the correlation peak. In the case of rubidium oscillators or
GPS-disciplined clocks, which do not exhibit significant
clock-frequency drifts, this step is not necessary. Typi-
cal quartz oscillators, however, require the initial estimate
for the clock-frequency skew to be adapted in real time.
In other words, we adjust the time-varying slave-clock
frequency to match the changed master-clock frequency.
These drifts result in a measurable change of the posi-
tion of the correlation peak. The location is continuously
tracked and the slave-clock frequency is subsequently
adapted by the peak displacement over the elapsed time
(see detailed algorithm in Appendix A 5). In our experi-
ment, the acquisition time is 100 ms and the feedback-loop
time for adapting the instantaneous clock frequency is
600 ms. Figure 3(b) compares the total timing jitter with
and without live tracking to Bob’s reference that indi-
cates zero-synchronization jitter (for the single-count rate,
see Appendix A 6). Over a time window of 5 min, we
find maximum clock-frequency-skew variations of up to
±11 ns/s, which shows the importance of live correcting
these clock drifts of 320 ps/s2 (see Appendix A 7). With-
out live tracking, the timing jitter would increase from
200 ps to almost 700 ps with a 100-ms acquisition time.
This is not the case when applying our live-tracking algo-
rithms. Smaller clock drifts or fast feedback-loop times
would provide even better performance. Stable frequency
references (here, rubidium clocks) show particularly small
clock drifts and introduce very low timing jitters of smaller
than 1 ps as a consequence of live tracking (see Appendix
A 5). Quartz oscillators require more rigorous treatment
and optimization of the algorithms. With a stronger drift of
the clock, ∂(�u)/∂t, a timing jitter of σsync is introduced
[see Eq. (1)], with a longer feedback-loop time Tfeed and
acquisition time Ta:
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FIG. 4. The in-laboratory emulated free-space link experiment. At different times, we add additional noise at Bob’s receiver, block
the optical link, or add turbulence (Fried parameter 1 mm, 1/e2 full-width beam waist of 3.4 mm). (a) The single-count rate at the
receiver, Bob. The mean single-count rate is (15 ± 5) × 103 counts/s, with a coincidence rate of 440 ± 200 counts/s (the coincidence
window is equal to a rms timing jitter of 269 ps) in the time window from minute 1 to minute 3.5. Alice’s count rate lies constantly
at (195 ± 3) × 103 counts/s. (b) The introduction of a noise source increases Bob’s count rate to 6 × 106 counts/s. A low signal-to-
noise ratio stops the correlation-peak tracking and keeps the instantaneous clock-frequency skew for correction constant. (c),(d) The
time-dependent total rms timing jitter (c) remains constant (d) even after switching on the turbulence at minute 1. (e) The timing-jitter
probability distribution describes a Gaussian with its fitted center at 268.7 ± 0.7 ps (minute 1 to minute 3.5). Setups with the same clock
(perfect synchronization) show timing jitters of 260 ± 2 ps from a fit to 10 s of data acquisition, estimating the rms synchronization
jitter to 68 ± 8 ps. (f) The tracking algorithm is stopped in regions with low signal-to-noise ratios (blocked optical link or additional
noise) and in those regions results in constant clock-frequency skew for correction. (g) The timing offset jumps after low signal-to-
noise ratio time intervals, as the correlation peak is not tracked and the clock frequency is not adapted. This phenomenon is stronger
for a longer duration of blocked links. (h) The timing offset varies within a window of ±1 ns on time scales of 30 s. The feedback-loop
time and data-package size amount to 200 ms and 100 ms, respectively. A summary of this figure is presented in Table I.

σsync ≤ 1
2

Ta

∫ Tfeed

0

∂(�u)

∂t
dt. (3)

Large feedback-loop times do not compensate the rapidly
changing clock frequencies early enough and result in a
linear increase of the overall timing jitter [Fig. 3(c)]. The
increase of timing jitter with respect to the feedback-loop

time is a measure of the clock drift. Quartz oscilla-
tors indicate a much stronger increase of the timing jit-
ter with the feedback-loop time than ultrastable rubid-
ium clocks. The total feedback-loop time is affected by
electrical devices, such as single-photon detectors or the
time-tagging units that introduce time delays. However,
their impact is negligible in comparison to slow classical
communication or time-tag processing, which are major
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TABLE I. The residual root-mean-square (rms) synchronization jitter for different link rates and coincidence to-accidentals ratios
(CARs) during live tracking. With regard to the synchronization initialization, see Fig. 7 for comparison of the different setups.
The clocks are external crystal oscillators (XOs) or clocks locked by the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS). (a) The low-
signal experiment, including satellite up-link turbulence (see Appendix A 8). (b) The moderate-signal experiment, including satellite
up-link turbulence (Fig. 4). (c) The 1.2-km free-space and high-dimensional link experiment across Vienna by Steinlechner et al.
[19]—synchronization jitter estimated from timing-offset variation. (d) The 143-km free-space link experiment between the La Palma
and Tenerife in the Canary Islands by Ecker et al. [21]—synchronization jitter estimated from timing-offset variation. The coincidence
window (half width) depends on the detection system and is as follows: (a),(b) 0.27 ns; (c) 1 ns; (d) 0.5 ns.

Parameter (a) (b) (c) (d)
Low Moderate 1.2-km link, 143-km link,

signal signal Vienna Canary islands

Clock type External XO External XO GNSS GNSS
Alice’s count rate (×103 counts/s) 165 ± 3 195 ± 3 400 13 300
Bob’s count rate (×103 counts/s) 437 ± 6 15 ± 5 100 10
Correlation-event rate (counts/s) 430 ± 160 440 ± 200 20 000 >300
CAR 10 ± 4 84 ± 13 250 <5
Rms synchronization jitter (ps) 98 ± 6a 68 ± 8 ≈ 33 ≈ 50
Rms clock drift (ps/s2) 320 320 <5 (typical) <5 (typical)
Clock-frequency skew (parts per million, ppm) 19 19 10−6 (typical) 10−6 (typical)

aOnly live tracking—synchronization initialization at stronger signal.

drivers. A low signal and other link conditions reduce
the synchronization quality further. This is discussed in
Sec. II C.

C. Experiment under emulated link conditions

To confirm the feasibility of our approach in real-world
link conditions, we perform a series of experiments with
added background noise and signal fades, as is expected
in free-space links with atmospheric turbulence. To this
end, we emulate several link scenarios and introduce tur-
bulence via a rotating phase plate, designed to represent
an atmospheric uplink to a satellite from the Mt. Teide
optical ground station (Fried parameter 1 mm, with 1/e2

full-width beam waist of 3.4 mm [50]). This turbulence
results in strong variations of Bob’s detected count rate
[Fig. 4(a)]. The rate at Alice, who is assumed to be colo-
cated with the quantum source, remains constant. To test
the stability of the algorithm under elevated noise levels
(e.g., stray light), we introduce background counts via a
light-emitting diode [see Fig. 4(b)]. Even under these unfa-
vorable conditions, live tracking with short feedback loops
(200 ms) ensures rms synchronization-timing jitters of
68 ± 8. This is comparable to 50-ps synchronization jitter
from systems with GPS-disciplined clocks [21]. Our tim-
ing jitter is estimated with the same-clock rms timing jitter
of 260 ± 2 ps and the average timing jitter of 268.7 ± 0.7
ps after a Gaussian fit to the jitter values from minute 1 to
minute 3.5 [Figs. 4(c)–4(e)]. The correlation-peak track-
ing algorithm stops when it reaches a signal-to-noise ratio
threshold that is set to 5. The setting of a threshold is
required, as it avoids noise being wrongly identified as
a correlation feature. Both the increased noise and inter-
ruptions of the optical link (e.g., due to objects crossing

the beam path) stop the tracking, as the signal-to-noise
threshold is not reached, and leave the instantaneous clock-
frequency-skew constant [Fig. 4(f)]. This only impacts
very lossy links with a rms synchronization-timing jitter
increased to 98 ps, as described in Appendix A 8. When
the clock-frequency skew for correction is not adapted in
low-signal regions, the correlation peak will start to move
in time. As a consequence, the timing offset jumps to the
value of the current location, as soon as the signal is back.
Long periods of lost signal follow in large timing-offset
jumps and depend on the stability of the clock. These
timing-offset jumps are unique to unstable clocks. They
require sufficiently large observation windows in order
not to lose the correlation peak that is essential for syn-
chronization. The timing offset is bound to fluctuations
in a window of ±1 ns [Figs. 4(g) and 4(h)] in good sig-
nal conditions (coincidence-to-accidentals ratio >5). In
Appendix A 8, we present stable live tracking for much
lower coincidence-to-accidentals ratios of only 10 (Table
I), comparable to high-loss link scenarios [21]. The rms
synchronization-timing jitter amounts to 98 ± 6 ps, with
only 43 correlation events in a 100-ms data package and
a 200-ms feedback-loop time. Note that the correlation-
peak significance during synchronization initialization is
extremely low with the rates given, similar to Ref. [21]
(for a comparison of different setups in the literature,
see Fig. 7). Our synchronization-initialization algorithms
fail here, due to limited computation time and power
that cannot compensate the clock-frequency skew enough
for sufficient significant correlation features. Therefore,
we increase the signal-to-noise ratio during initialization
and reduce it again later. In conclusion, the combina-
tion of (a) an adaptive correlation observation window,
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(b) the introduction of a coincidence-to-accidentals ratio
threshold, and (c) short feedback-loop times enables very
stable operation and only a minor increase of the total
timing jitters.

III. DISCUSSION

These results clearly show that the compensation of
clock-frequency skew and live tracking of the frequency
are suitable for application in a variety of real-world link
scenarios. We could show that very few correlation events
are already sufficient to establish and keep a synchronized
quantum communication session with timing jitter in the
range of tens of picoseconds over time scales of 10 min.
Recently, we have also confirmed these results on a 1.7-
km intracity link. Reference [42] predicts that a sufficient
significance of greater than 7 can only be achieved by
clock-frequency skews of <1.3 µs/s in our realistic link
experiment [Table I(b) and Eq. (A1)]. This means that
the synchronization initialization would fail, as our clock-
frequency skew amounts to 18.5 µs/s (for a comparison of
different setups from other publications, see Fig. 7). This is
a consequence of the poor visibility of the correlation peak.
Furthermore, previous treatments have been limited to
high signal-to-noise ratios. Here, we demonstrate success-
ful synchronization for much lower signal-to-noise ratios
due to compensation with an effective frequency skew of
less than 48 ns/s, which enables the enhancement of the
significance by a factor of 20 as part of the initialization
[Fig. 3(a)]. This brings correlated photons and quartz oscil-
lators into a much better position—not only for today’s
typical quantum communication schemes [19] but also for
tomorrow’s long-distance and low-signal scenarios. The
intrinsic timing relations of correlated photons clearly have
the potential to replace bulky external high-precision syn-
chronization schemes and move resources from hardware
to software.

Finding the timing offset is crucial in order to start com-
munication, but a low signal-to-noise ratio will reduce
the correlation-peak significance. Especially high-loss sce-
narios of >46.9 dB [21] [Table I(d)] call for very low
clock-frequency differences for sufficient visibility of the
correlation-peak. This typically requires highly precise
oscillators, such as rubidium or GPS-disciplined clocks.
Quartz clocks are acceptable in principle, but demand
a precise slave-clock frequency sweep to achieve a fre-
quency match with the master. Within our presented search
window of −20 µs/s to +20 µs/s, it is impossible to
find this precise frequency to the required accuracy of
<14 ns/s. High computation times give rise to limita-
tions (see Appendix A 2). The solution is prior knowledge
of the approximate clock frequencies to narrow down
the search window—ideally, just a single initial cross-
correlation will be necessary in order to find the corre-
lation peak. We propose to minimize the search window

by (a) more accurate frequency specifications from the
clock manufacturer, (b) the calibration of clocks with
high signal rates, or (c) finding the clock frequency at
a time when the computational limits are not a con-
straint. The use of high-performance computers with high
parallel-processing speeds—e.g., with a graphical pro-
cessing unit—also reduces the computation time. Note
that finding the initial clock-frequency skew is a single-
time issue, as it will not occur during high-duty quan-
tum communication sessions. The algorithm tracks the
aging of the clocks and adjusts the clock frequency con-
tinuously. Starting with a large frequency uncertainty,
the estimations improve over time. This provides a nar-
row clock-frequency search range before every session,
where the computational effort is reduced drastically,
down to a few seconds—even for lossy long-distance
links.

Systems with very high losses or accelerating clocks
suffer from increased synchronization jitter during com-
munication. A low number of correlation events increases
the uncertainty of the clock-frequency skew for compensa-
tion and unlocks live-tracking feedback loops. Low clock
stability further increases the synchronization-timing jit-
ter. High-precision clocks clearly have an advantage here
that allows for much lower synchronization jitters <1 ps
during communication sessions, due to low drifts through
their high stability. Apart from the signal-to-noise ratio and
the clock stability, detector jitter is another factor for high
synchronization performance. In particular, high-loss sce-
narios benefit from low detection jitters that increase the
signal-to-noise ratio. We demonstrate that even 44 corre-
lation events in 100-ms data packages are sufficient for a
synchronization jitter of a few tens of picoseconds. The
event rate and the signal-to-noise ratios are comparable
to extremely high-loss scenarios [21] [Table I(d)] but are
enough to enable correlation-peak tracking and keep the
system locked. As nanowire detectors already have timing
jitters of as low as tens of picoseconds, the synchronization
performance with correlated photons will only increase in
future.

To set our approach into a broader perspective, we
also briefly discuss limits to moving objects, such as
satellite- [14,15] or emerging drone-based [59,60] quan-
tum communication. Quantum sources in space provide
a great platform to test and measure space-time effects
on quantum communication protocols [61,62] or perform
high-precision metrology [63,64]. Satellites introduce an
effective clock-frequency skew due to the Doppler effect
caused by the varying distance to the observer. The nor-
malized Doppler shift −→v (t)/c for low-Earth-orbit satellites
increases from 0 to 2 × 10−5 over a time scale of 6 min,
where −→v (t) is the time-dependent relative velocity of the
satellite and c is the speed of light [65]. Equivalently,
this creates a clock-frequency skew that varies from 0
to a maximum of �u = 20 µs/s. Whereas the maximum
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clock-frequency skew is comparable to our crystal oscilla-
tor, the clock acceleration ∂(�u)/∂t is orders of magnitude
larger and amounts to approximately 55 ns/s2 (20 µs/s
divided by 6 min). Thus, it is desirable to reduce the feed-
back and acquisition time to 100 ms or smaller, which
could result in clock-drift jitters of 265 ps [Eq. (3)].
However, with only a few correlation events per second
available [14,66], it is impossible to choose acquisition
times of <1 s and still have a sufficient signal-to-noise
ratio. Using only correlated photons, synchronization is
not possible without knowledge of the orbit of the satel-
lite. Sources with 103-counts/s rates [54], on the other
hand, provide the opportunity to select small feedback
cycles of 100 ms and still have correlation events com-
parable to those of our experiment [Table I(b)], which
could be used to synchronize clocks by means of our
method. Drones move much slower than satellites and
may also be suitable for synchronization—at least clas-
sically [67]. Their speed is up to 30 m/s, introducing
clock-frequency skews of up to 100 ns/s (30 m/s divided
by the speed of light), this being much smaller than the
clock-frequency skew of our crystal oscillators. The main
concern is acceleration of the drone, which can reach
up to 7g (gravitational constant) and can translate to a
clock drift of 228 ns/s2. Sufficient 103-counts/s coinci-
dence rates [59] provide the opportunity to select short
feedback cycles for the compensation of high drifts dur-
ing drone acceleration and make synchronization feasible.
With small feedback loops, correlation events open doors
for live remote detection of the velocity and acceleration
of moving objects.

Several research initiatives are bringing the technical
complexity of correlated photon-pair sources close to those
of pulsing laser diodes for synchronization. The photon-
pair source can already be designed on a compact foot-
print (on chip) and comes with an interface to optical
fiber [68,69]. In essence, the major building blocks are
just a continuous-wave laser as the optical pump and a
fiber-coupled nonlinear crystal (commercially available)
requiring only active stabilization of the temperature. For-
tunately, the stabilization challenge comes with a much
higher intrinsic timing precision that is a few picosec-
onds (in this paper) but can be extended to femtosec-
onds [70,71], due to the availability of a high spectral
bandwidth of several tens of nanometers. This easily
exceeds the timing precision of pulsed laser diodes [54],
which are also known from the White Rabbit protocol
(a precision network-time protocol), where a synchro-
nization performance of better than 100 ps is reached
[72]. Much higher precision is classically only achiev-
able with complex stabilized cavities for ultrashort-pulse
generation [73] or frequency combs [74,75]. Furthermore,
correlated photons are attractive, as nonclassical effects
can be used. This includes the Hong-Ou-Mandel effect
to improve the timing resolution [36,76] or the effect of

nonlocal dispersion compensation [33,77] for dispersion
robustness.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Correlated photons are great timing carriers, adapt to
quantum communication systems naturally, and are easy
to recycle for high-performance synchronization down to
a few tens of picoseconds. The method of finding cor-
relation signatures is independent of the source type and
also applies to pulsed single-photon sources that indicate
correlations between the time of the sent photons and
time of arrival at the receiver. Today’s point-to-point or
laboratory-to-laboratory communication sessions will be
integrated into a network with multiple users tomorrow,
as can be found in action already [10]. Our technique can
be extended to several parties by source modifications to,
e.g., the multiphoton entanglement. The communicating
parties make decisions about a master clock that shares
its time tags with all the other parties and allow for the
adjustment of their slave clocks. High scalability, integra-
tion, and fewer resources characterize the networks, where
highly stable but bulky clocks should be an exception.
Whereas correlated photons used to be considered inappro-
priate for synchronizing clocks with high skew and strong
drifts [42], we show stable operation by means of our
proposed synchronization methods. Clock-frequency skew
compensation and correlation-peak live tracking allow for
a wider range of cases—especially in terms of scalabil-
ity. Hereby, the clock feedback signal is suited not only
for postprocessing time-tag information but can be used
for active adjustment of optical components (e.g., fiber
stretchers) as well. We show resistance to high losses, as
would be common in large networks, and still achieve
rms synchronization-timing jitters of <68 ps. This sug-
gests feasibility for application in real-life communication
scenarios. Single photons are not copyable and bit errors
during communication are easy to detect due to the quan-
tum origin of the single-photon detection events [6,7],
indicating, furthermore, the potential for quantum secured
time transfer [54,55,78].

The data that support the findings of this study are
available from the corresponding author upon reasonable
request.
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APPENDIX A: METHODS

1. Correlation-peak significance and comparison to
previous work

The peak significance Sp of the correlation features
reduces with high clock-frequency differences �u, as
described in Ref. [42],

Sp =
√

r2
CN

rArB
=

√
r2

C

rArB�u
, (A1)

with coincidence (or signal) count rates of rC and single
rates of rA from Alice and rB from Bob. This, however,
only considers the situation in which the bin width δt =
Ta/N , with the number of bins N , has been perfectly
adapted to the spread of the correlation peak δtspread over
the acquisition time Ta,

δtspread = Ta�u. (A2)

The clock-frequency skew �u is not known usually, so that
it will be hard to guess the bin size correctly. This results
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FIG. 5. A comparison of Ref. [42] and this work. (a) Time tags
are recorded over the acquisition time and sorted into a number of
bins that impact the significance. The value of significance refers
to the ratio of signal to the standard deviation of the noise [Eq.
(A1)]. With single-count rates of rA = rB ≈ 77 × 103 counts/s,
signal rates of rC ≈ 15 × 103 counts/s, and a clock-frequency
skew of �u = 2 × 10−4, the significance reaches 13—sufficient
for synchronization initialization. (b) The methods of Ref. [42]
fail for lower signal-to noise ratios, rA = 200 × 103 counts/s,
rB = 800 × 103 counts/s, and rC = 14 × 103 counts/s, as the cor-
relation peak cannot be found due to the low significance of 2.5.
Here, we introduce compensation of the clock-frequency skew
that provides a better guess of the clock-frequency skew, fol-
lowing in higher significance by the square root of the number
of cross-correlations in the clock-frequency skew search (here,
there is a factor-of-12 improvement).

in a reduction of significance by
√

N for bin widths that
are too large [Eq. (A1)]. Similarly, if the bin width is too
small, the signal will be distributed over several bins. The
number of coincidences per bin will reduce according to
the ratio δtspread/δt,

S(N ) = 1
�uN

√
r2

CN
rArB

, (A3)

where �uN ≥ 1. Figure 5(a) depicts this behavior for the
photon-pair source from Ref. [42]. In their work, with their
high signal-to-noise ratio, it is possible to find the very
first correlation peak and determine the clock-frequency
skew from the correlation-peak displacement over time. In
this paper, we test lower signal-to-noise ratios that would
result in a significance of barely 2.5 with a clock-frequency
skew of �u = 2 × 10−4 [Fig. 5(b)]. As a consequence, it
would not even be possible to start with the algorithms as
described in Ref. [42]. In this work, we propose a clock-
frequency skew compensation for this crucial initial step
in low signal-to-noise environments. We find that improve-
ments of the clock-frequency-skew uncertainty by a factor
of 140 are feasible, depending on the FFT run times (for
the computational requirements, see Appendix A 2). This
provides an improvement of the significance by a fac-
tor of

√
140 ≈ 12, to a value close to 30, and enables

reliable identification of the correlation peak even under
low signal-to-noise ratios. Note that we reduce the resid-
ual clock-frequency skew to δu = 48 ns/s (with the rate
given and its final peak significance) that even provides a
significance improvement by a factor of 20.

More detailed relations between the significance and
the signal-to-noise ratio are depicted in Fig. 6. Starting
from single-count rates on Alice’s (rA) and Bob’s (rB)
side, Bob’s single rate reduces as the link transmission T
reduces by means of a variable attenuator. Furthermore,
this similarly reduces the coincidence rate rC. Following
Refs. [79–81], the coincidence-to-accidentals ratio (CAR)
is defined as the number of true coincidence counts rCTrue
over the accidental coincidence counts rCAcc:

CAR = rCTrue

rCAcc
= rC − rCAcc

rCAcc
. (A4)

The number accidental correlation events rCAcc depend on
the link transmission T and on the rms coincidence window
σ , as

rCAcc(T) = 2rA [(rB − rback)T + rback] σ . (A5)

Here, we also introduce the background rate rback, which
cannot be reduced further by higher channel losses. This
includes factors such as detector dark counts, insufficiently
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of a wrongly found peak [42]. The clock-frequency skew compensation increases the visibility of the correlation peak and thus enables
higher noise resistance in this work. (b) The coincidence-to-accidentals ratio, which depends on the transmission from Alice to Bob
[see Eq. (A6)].

filtered daylight, or other noise sources in the system. The
transmission-dependent CAR is summarized as

CAR(T) = rCT − 2rA [(rB − rback)T + rback] σ

2rA [(rB − rback)T + rback] σ
. (A6)

The transmission-dependent peak significance can be
derived from Eq. (A1) as

Sp(T) =
√

(rCT)2

rA [(rB − rback)T + rback] �u
. (A7)

The analytical trend, as described by Eq. (A7), is con-
firmed experimentally (Fig. 6) after compensation of the
clock-frequency skew by different amounts. The peak sig-
nificance is achieved by matching the cross-correlation
bin size with the peak spread from the residual clock-
frequency skew, as described earlier. However, for clock-
frequency skews smaller than 10 ns/s, the number of
bins is already N = 1/(10 × 10−9) = 108, which results in
immense computational effort (more information is given
in Appendix A 2). It is hardly feasible to adapt the bin size
to its optimum for clock-frequency skews of ≤10 ns/s.
It follows a nonoptimized cross-correlation that does not
provide maximum significance. Nevertheless, Fig. 6 shows

impressively how the significance of the correlation peaks
can be increased by compensation of the clock-frequency
skew.

Reduction of the clock-frequency skew by our algorithm
can help to recover the correlation features under very low
signal-to-noise ratios. High signal rates do not demand any
kind of compensation. On the other hand, this is crucial in
high-loss link scenarios (Fig. 7, with data from Table I).
Here, we are limited to a clock-frequency skew com-
pensation of 140 ns/s, which allows for synchronization
initialization of our emulated link experiment [see Fig. 4
and Table I(b)]. Even lower rates, as in Appendix A 8 [see
Table I(a)] or in Ref. [21], cause too small correlation-
peak significance for synchronization initialization today
(Fig. 7). Higher correlation-peak significance is expected
to be reached by means of more computational power or
reduction of the clock-frequency-skew search window.

2. Synchronization-initialization algorithms and
computational effort

The correlation peak is found by a convolution of the
time-tag streams from Alice and Bob. Without precise
knowledge of the clock-frequency skew, it will be diffi-
cult to find correlation peaks with sufficient significance.
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FIG. 7. The correlation-peak significance for various experi-
mental setups. The clock-frequency skew of the quartz oscillator
is up to 20 µs/s, providing the clock-frequency skew before
compensation. Even without compensation, it is easy to find
the correlation peaks with sufficient signal, as in Refs. [42]
and [19]. The threshold for recovering the correlation peak is a
significance of 7, giving a probability of approximately 10−12

of a wrongly found peak [42]. Low coincidence-to-accidentals
ratios, as in our low-signal [Appendix A 8 and Table I(a)] or
moderate-signal experiment [Fig. 4 and Table I(b)] or in Ref.
[21], require compensation of the clock-frequency skew. With
our limited computational power, we can reduce and compen-
sate the clock-frequency skew to <140 ns/s. This is not sufficient
to reach a significance of 7 in our low-signal experiment or in
Ref. [21]. The solution would be to reduce the initial clock-
frequency-skew search window.

First, the clock-frequency-skew search window is created
(Algorithm 1). From our quartz oscillator data sheet, we
know the approximate range of clock-frequency skews,
starting from −20 to +20 µs/s (see Appendix A 7). The
time tags from Bob are compensated by different clock-
frequency skews every loop analogous to Eq. (2) and then
convoluted with time tags from Alice. It is either based on
the FFT, in the case of determining the clock-frequency
skew coarsely [Fig. 3(a)], without knowledge of the tim-
ing offset, or on the start-stop method. In the case of the
FFT, it is necessary to assign the time tags to the bins and
then apply the cross-correlation. In the start-stop method,
the time differences are binned after the correlation.

Full cross-correlations over all time tags are time con-
suming and limit the feasible number of calculations.
The correlations are performed through a PYTHON) envi-
ronment with the NumPy module on a personal com-
puter (Table II). The time for a single FFT-based cross-
correlation may amount to up to approximately 40 s for
N = 107 bins [Fig. 8(a)]. The optimum significance is
reached by choosing a sufficient number of bins, N , such

Input: time tags Alice tA and Bob tB

Functions: READ TIME TAGS(), CONVOLUTION(),

Output: optimum clock-frequency skew

SLEEP(integration time = 0.1 s)
tA, tB = READ TIME TAGS()
skew vector = −20µs/s · · · + 20µs/s, step: 140 ns/s
bins = 0 . . . 0.1 s, step: 14 ns
P = zeros(skew-vector size)
i = 0
for Δucorr in skew-vectordo

tBcorr = tB + (tB − tB [0]) × Δucorr

c = CONVOLUTION(tA, tBcorr , bins)
P [i] = max(c)
i+ = 1

end
optimum clock-frequency skew =
skew-vector(argmax(P ))

SLEEP()

ALGORITHM 1. Representations of the functions COARSE
CLOCK-FREQUENCY SKEW() and ACCURATE CLOCK-FREQUENCY
SKEW() in Fig. 11. The convolutions are FFT based and start-
stop method based, respectively. A FFT-based approach has to
be taken if the precise timing offset is not known. The algorithm
includes the following variables: time tags from Alice and Bob
tA/B, peak values of the cross-correlations P, counter i, clock-
frequency skew for correction �ucorr, clock-skew correct time
tags from Bob tBcorr , and cross-correlation output c. Note that
the bin step size of 14 ns corresponds to an integration-time
× skew-vector step size. Smaller bin and skew-vector step
sizes require considerably higher computational effort. If there is
knowledge of the approximate clock-frequency skew, the range
of clock-frequency skews can be reduced.

that the correlation-peak spread is equal to the bin size
(see Appendix A 1). This yields the achievable clock-
frequency-skew accuracy δu:

δu = 1
N

. (A8)

The total computation time Ttot from a single cross-
correlation T(δu) for a range of clock-frequency skews �U

TABLE II. The personal-computer specifications for calculat-
ing the FFT.

Parameter Value

Processor Intel® CoreTM i5-8250U CPU
Speed 1.60 GHz (1.80 GHz)
RAM 16 GB
System 64-bit-based processor
Environment PYTHON 3.7.0 64 bit, NumPy 1.19.4
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is then

Ttot = �U
δu

× T(δu). (A9)

With a time limit of slightly above 2 h (7500 s) and
a clock-frequency-skew range of �U = 40 µs/s (from
−20 to +20 µs/s), the maximum affordable time for a
single cross-correlation is approximately 26 s and clock-
frequency-skew accuracy is 0.14 µs/s (N = 7.14 × 106).
The speed of 26 s for a single cross-correlation may
be drastically increased by using a dedicated higher-
performing computer, instead of a laptop in this work.
More specifically, more processing cores and a higher
processing speed could improve the situation. Graphi-
cal processing units may also perform much better by
parallelization of the processes and FOR loops.

3. Estimation of synchronization jitter and trend lines

a. Description of total system jitter

The total system jitter of a quantum communication sys-
tem determines the overall performance—from the signal-
to-noise ratio to the secure bit rate. The total jitter can
be easily calculated analytically with knowledge of the
clock-frequency skew. Here, we provide important scal-
ing laws to estimate the final signal-to-noise ratios, such
as the significance or the coincidence-to-accidentals ratio.
As all jitter contributions originate from a random source,
we consider a Gaussian function g with rms jitter σ that is
normalized to have an area of 1:

g(t) = 1√
2πσ 2

exp
(

− t2

2σ 2

)
. (A10)

The total jitter from the source coherence time σcoh, time
tagger σtt, detector σdet, and synchronization σsync,

σ =
√

σ 2
coh + σ 2

tt + σ 2
det + σ 2

sync, (A11)

reduces to

σ ≈
√

σ 2
det + σ 2

sync (A12)

as the jitter contribution from the time tagger (around 30
ps rms) and the entangled-photon-source coherence time
(around 2.5 ps rms) is much smaller than the detector jitter.
After a few steps of editing, we obtain

σ = σdet

√
1 + σ 2

sync

σ 2
det

, (A13)

resulting in the simulated jitter curves shown in Fig. 3(a).
Due to the residual clock-frequency skew after compensa-
tion, the smallest jitter is not equal to the detector jitter.
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FIG. 8. The FFT computation times for different clock-
frequency-skew accuracies. (a) The single-cross-correlation
computation time depending on the number of bins. The personal
computer (Table II) uses two different settings for calculations,
depending on the number of bins. In case of adaption of the bin
width to the correlation-peak spread, the clock-frequency-skew
accuracy is equal to the inverse of the number of bins [Eq. (A8)].
(b) The total computation time for a search window of −20 µs/s
to +20 µs/s with a given clock-frequency-skew accuracy (step
size).

The highest correlation-peak value P (replaceable by the
coincidence-to-accidentals ratio CAR or the significance
S), given by the smallest timing jitter σmin, is reduced due
to the stronger synchronization jitter. Using Eq. (A12), the
correlation-peak value is described as

P = P0√
1 +

(
2σsync/

√
2πσmin

)2
. (A14)
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FIG. 9. The coincidence-to-accidentals ratio and total timing
jitter (HWHM) for the corrected clock-frequency skew of rubid-
ium oscillators. The smooth trend indicates a stable reference.
The analytical trend lines are derived from the experimental
acquisition time of Ta = 10 s, the smallest timing jitter of 320
ps, and the maximum coincidence-to-accidentals ratio of 91.
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The prefactor of
√

2/π originates from the area of a Gaus-
sian being equal to

√
2πσ and its change of shape to a

flat-top Gaussian by the synchronization jitter. Figure 9
indicates a smooth trend of CAR and the total rms tim-
ing jitter for rubidium clocks. The smallest experimental
timing jitter amounts to σmin = 310 ps, with a maximum
coincidence-to-accidentals ratio CAR0 of 91 and an acqui-
sition time Ta of 10 s. Together, both enable an analytical
trend line from Equations 1, A13, and A14 with acquisition
time Ta = 10 s (Fig. 9):

CAR(�u) = CAR0√
1 + (2/π) [(1/2�uTa/σmin)]2

, (A15)

σ(�u) = σmin

√
1 +

(
1/2�uTa

σmin

)2

. (A16)

Equation (A14) may also be transformed to be dependent
on the residual clock-frequency skew �u and the smallest
residual clock-frequency skew δu, as the smallest timing
jitter σmin and smallest residual clock-frequency skew δu

are directly related through Eq. (1),

S(�u, Sp) = Sp√
1 + (2/π)

(
�u/δu(Sp)

)2
, (A17)

with the smallest residual clock-frequency skew δu defined
by Ref. [42]:

δu(Sp) = r2
C

rArBS2
p

. (A18)

The maximum significance of 142 allows us to create help-
ful trend lines with a coincidence rate of rC = 7 × 103

counts/s, a single rate on Alice’s side of rA = 244 × 103

counts/s, a single rate on Bob’s side of 2rB = 232 × 103

counts/s, and an acquisition time of 0.1 s (see Appendix
A 3 a). The analytical trend of the significance is derived
directly from the maximum experimental significance
Sp and follows Eq. (A17). The smallest residual clock-
frequency skew at peak significance can be calculated
simultaneously as δu = 48 ns/s with Sp = 142 [see Eq.
(A18)] and leads to the smallest timing jitter σmin = 2.4
ns with Eq. (1). Furthermore, the peak significance Sp
enables analytical trend lines of the total timing jitter σ

as σ 2 = σ 2
min + σ 2

sync, providing a close match with the
experimental timing jitters [Fig. 3(a)].
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FIG. 10. Fine tuning of clock-frequency skew through cross-correlation with the start-stop method. (a) Correlation peaks for various
timing-offset accuracies. The noise values are highest at small time delay with −20 dB and reduce exponentially until the inverse count
rate at Bob is approximately reached. The peak noise level is larger than the correlation peak for poor timing-offset precision >2.5 µs.
Peak-search algorithms may still recover the peak here, instead of a simple search for a maximum at the timing-offset precision
<2.5 µs. (b) An enlarged view of the timing-offset-corrected cross-correlation peaks for various clock-frequency skew-compensation
values. The shape of the correlation peaks depends on the compensated clock-frequency skew and may be asymmetric due to clock
instabilities. (c) The correlation-peak coincidence-to-accidentals ratio or its timing jitter (HWHM) is an ideal indicator of the optimum
clock-frequency skew compensation, as they become maximum and minimum, respectively. The analytical trend lines are derived
from the experimental acquisition time of 1.4 s, the smallest timing jitter of 258 ps, and the maximum coincidence-to-accidentals ratio
of 204.
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FIG. 11. The initialization and live-tracking algorithm. (a) A coarse search of the clock-frequency skew. (b) Fine tuning of the
clock-frequency skew. (c) Estimation of the residual clock-frequency skew over a feedback time of approximately 1 min with two
rubidium clocks. The residual clock-frequency skew over the last 4 min amounts to 6.4 ps/s, resulting in synchronization jitters of
approximately 0.32 ps over an acquisition time of 100 ms. (d) The algorithm for synchronization initialization and live tracking
includes the following variables: time tags from Alice and Bob, tA/B; first estimated clock-frequency skew, �uest; estimated timing
offset, �Test; accurate timing offset, �T; clock-frequency skew, �u; instantaneous clock-frequency skew from clock drifts, �udrift;
buffer of local timing offset, �Tbuff; buffer of local time difference, dtbuff; buffer counter, ibuff; time difference, �t; time of previous
sample, tA0 ; clock-skew corrected time tags from Bob, tBcorr ; local timing offset, �Tlocal. The location of the correlation peak is found
through an efficient start-stop cross-correlation.

b. Achievable synchronization-timing jitter during live
tracking

The final synchronization jitter after live correction
during a communication session is determined by the
clock drift and the number of correlation events. Here,

we present analytical estimations of the synchronization
limits that might be helpful for easy transfer to any
communication scenario. The most important parame-
ter is the instantaneous clock-frequency skew during a
communication session. If it is nonzero, due to insufficient
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FIG. 12. Photon-pair rates according to the experiment in
Fig. 3(b).

correction, the synchronization jitter will be nonzero. The
clock-frequency skew �u is calculated from two or more
detected peak locations, τ1 and τ2, with a temporal separa-
tion of Tmeas:

�u = τ2 − τ1

Tmeas
. (A19)

However, low numbers n of correlation events give rise to
an uncertainty in the correlation-peak location δτ via the
total timing jitter σ [42]:

δτ = σ√
n − 1

. (A20)

Via error propagation, we obtain the uncertainty of the
clock-frequency skew from measurement, �umeas:

�umeas =
√

2
δτ

Tmeas
. (A21)

Together with Eqs. (1) and (A20), the coincidence rate rC,
and the acquisition time Ta, the synchronization jitter due
to the uncertainty in the peak position measurement is

σmeas = 1
2

√
2

σ√
rCTa − 1Tmeas

Ta. (A22)

The second jitter contribution comes from the clock drift
∂(�u)/∂t. Clock-frequency skew that has not been fore-
seen previously may accumulate over the feedback-loop
time Tfeed:

�udrift =
∫ Tfeed

0

∂(�u)

∂t
dt. (A23)
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FIG. 13. (a) The instantaneous clock-frequency skew �u
drifts without live tracking. (b) The time-dependent clock drift
∂(�u)/∂t is zero on average, with a standard deviation of
320 ps/s2.

Together with Eq. (1), the resulting synchronization jitter,
due to the drifting clock, is

σdrift = 1
2

Ta

∫ Tfeed

0

∂(�u)

∂t
dt. (A24)

Both the measurement and the synchronization jitter limit
the total achievable synchronization jitter during live track-
ing [Fig. 3(c)]:

σ 2
sync = σ 2

meas + σ 2
drift. (A25)

4. Clock-frequency-skew fine tuning and start-stop
method

Careful fine tuning of the optimum clock-frequency
skew for compensation reduces the synchronization jit-
ter to a minimum. As the timing offset is calculated with
nanosecond accuracy in the synchronization initialization,
it is feasible to shrink the observation window down to
<100 ns to reduce the computational effort. The cross-
correlations are now derived by the computationally effi-
cient start-stop method [56–58]. In contrast to the FFT
cross-correlation, which correlates all time tags from Alice
with all time tags from Bob, the start-stop method calcu-
lates time differences between neighboring time tags. If the
timing offset is not calculated with a precision smaller than
Min{1/rA, 1/rB}, this increases the probability of wrongly
calculated time differences and thus reduces the number
of correlation events. The correlation-peak height reduces
and finally becomes smaller than the peak noise values
[Fig. 3(a)]. The correlation peak compresses to the small-
est width σmin = 258 ps by compensation of the residual
clock-frequency skew. In addition, the coincidence-to acci-
dentals ratio reaches its maximum of CAR0 = 204 over a
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FIG. 14. The low-correlation-rate live tracking under turbulence. Turbulence parameters: Fried parameter 1 mm, 1/e2 full-width
beam waist of 3.4 mm. (a) The count rate at the receiver (Bob) of 437 ± 6 × 103 counts/s is increased artificially by a noise source.
Alice’s count rate amounts to 165 ± 3 × 103 counts/s. (b) The average coincidence rate is 430 ± 160 counts/s (the coincidence window
is equal to a rms timing jitter of 267 ps) and indicates periodic fluctuations from the turbulence disk. (c) The mean coincidence-to-
accidentals ratio is 10 ± 4, with a correlation-peak live-tracking threshold of 5. The evolution of the total timing jitter (d) is described
by a Gaussian probability distribution with its fitted center at 277.8 ± 0.8 ps (e). Together with same-clock total timing jitter of 260 ± 2
ps, the synchronization jitter is approximately 98 ± 6 ps. (f) The tracked clock-frequency skew displayed over time. (g) The timing
offset varies more than in a high-signal environment (Fig. 4), because of partially stopped tracking when the coincidence-to-accidentals
ratio falls below 5. This gives rise to an increase of the total timing jitter. The feedback-loop time and data-package size amount to 200
ms and 100 ms, respectively. A summary of this figure is presented in Table I.
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coincidence window that is determined by the total tim-
ing jitter. The experimental correlation peak is fitted by
a stretched Gaussian function and then the timing jitter
is derived from it. The experimental total jitter and peak
value behave perfectly as given analytically (see Appendix
A 3 a). Clocks with high stability, i.e., a constant frequency
difference between two clocks, create a jitter envelope with
a plateau. Rubidium oscillators are known for their high
stability of 10−12 over 1 s [82,83] and create a jitter enve-
lope with a plateau, as the frequency difference is almost
constant over time. Quartz-crystal oscillators, on the other
hand, may show weak stability of only 10−11 to 10−9 over
1 s [45], which results in asymmetry and gives rise to devi-
ations between the analytical and experimental trends in
a region between −1 and 2 ns/s. The method for com-
pensation of the clock-frequency skew by a simple peak
search [Fig. 3(c)] may be carried out with arbitrary reso-
lution. Step sizes of <1 ns/s work very well to start live
tracking of clock drifts in the last step of synchronization.

5. Live-tracking algorithm

After synchronization initialization, including the coarse
clock-frequency-skew search [Fig. 11(a)] and its fine
tuning [Fig. 11(b)], residual and time-dependent clock-
frequency skews increase the synchronization jitter and
call for compensation during communication sessions.
Figure 11(c) presents the effect of correct compensation
for rubidium clocks by the algorithm in Fig. 11(d). The
correlation-peak timing offset is tracked over n data points.
Any change in the timing offset would be caused by an
instantaneous drift. Here, the timing offset changes by
approximately 8 ns in 1 min. By applying the measured
residual clock-frequency skew to future time tags, we can
reduce the timing-offset change and, subsequently, the syn-
chronization jitter. Long averaging times work especially
well for highly stable clocks, such as rubidium clocks.
The timing offset changes by less than 1.5 ns over 4
min after the first correction, already providing residual
clock-frequency skews of <6.4 ps/s and thus synchroniza-
tion jitters <0.32 ps in typical 100-ms data-package sizes
without difficulty.

6. Photon-pair rates

The experimentally detected photon-pair rates deter-
mine the achievable signal-to-noise ratios and limit the
synchronization jitter under high losses. Figure 12 presents
the rates from the experiment [Fig. 3(b)].

7. Experimental clock drift

Knowledge of the clock stability provides important
measures about the limiting synchronization jitters. To
estimate the clock stability, we first compare the timing
jitter without tracking to the reference [Fig. 4(b)]. Any
increase from the reference is caused by synchronization

jitters through the residual clock-frequency skews �u [Eq.
(1)]. The residual uncompensated clock-frequency skew
is plotted in Fig. 13(a) and amounts to more than 10
ns/s. Almost ideal synchronization may be achieved if the
residual clock-frequency skew is constant. However, crys-
tal oscillators may have time-dependent frequencies that
result in variation of the residual clock-frequency skew.
Figure 13(b) indicates the acceleration of the clocks with
time with a mean value of zero and standard deviation of
320 ps/s2. High clock drifts require small feedback times
for compensation that simultaneously demands many cor-
relation events.

The time taggers are equipped with external crystal
oscillators without temperature control. The data-sheet
accuracy is ±20 ppm, the aging is ±3 ppm in the first
year and ±1 ppm per year of the following years. The tem-
perature dependence is ±0.125 ppm (25–85◦C). Rubidium
clocks are temperature controlled, with an accuracy of
±10−4 ppm (ambient temperature 0–40◦C) and aging of
<5 × 10−5 ppm per month and the stability over 1 s is 10−5

ppm.

8. Low-signal live tracking

At very low signal-to-noise ratios, live tracking is still
possible, even for a CAR 10 ± 4 that is close to a long-
distance link between the Canary Islands (140 km) [21].
In such cases, the CAR is below the tracking threshold
of 5 sometimes, which follows in a lost frequency ref-
erence, i.e. the tracking is no longer possible (Fig. 14).
However, since this happens only for short times, this
results in only small frequency differences between the
clocks that slightly increases the rms synchronization tim-
ing jitter to 98 ± 6 ps. In contrast to live tracking, the
initialization of the clock synchronization is very difficult
here without knowing the approximate clock frequency.
The initialization would not be possible when the normal-
ized frequency is uncertain in a range of −20 . . . + 20 µs/s
(1 µs/s = 1 ppm), as typical for crystal oscillators. In this
case, it is required to narrow the search range with the
help of previous measurement sessions or to initiate with a
better signal-to-noise ratio.
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